
Accessible Wales also offers a training consultancy service
This flyer is available in other formats

Accessible Wales
Access Consultancy Service

Detailed Access Audit:
This process involves an Accessible Wales team 
carrying out an audit of the client’s premises.  
Upon completion clients will receive a detailed 
audit report.  This report is supported by 
measurements and photographs. Clients will also 
receive a detailed table of recommendations and 
access to our highly trained team.   

Call 01685 810432 or email info@accessible.wales
for more information

“Because an accessible Wales benefits all”
(01685) 810432 www.accessible.wales info@accessible.wales

Access 
improvements 

are not as scary, 
or as expensive 

as you think!

Access barriers do not just apply to wheelchair users.  
People with many health conditions can experience access 
difficulties.  Our services cover access issues for 
people with visible and invisible disabilities and are 
underpinned by current building regulations and 
equality legislation.

Walkthrough Access Review:
This service is an informal review of the 
accessibility of a premises.  We discuss all our 
findings with our clients and suggest possible 
changes.  Once completed clients receive a 
checklist of areas for improvement.  Clients will 
have access to our highly trained team.   
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attending the meeting

Not all disabilities are visible, only 8% 
of disabled people use a wheelchair 

Do you own a business based in a 
town centre?
If you do, could you be losing customers by not 
being accessible for disabled people… or being 
aware of potential customer service problems?

Accessible Wales, a disability consultancy 
company, can help.  We can work with businesses 
in the town centre, or town centre BIDs and 
Chamber of Commerce with a free one hour forum 
to discuss any concerns they may have regarding 
town centre access and also chat about their own 
accessibility.

It is often a misconception that access 
improvements are expensive.  We’ve worked with 
town centre businesses in the past who have made 
small cost effective changes which have had a big 
impact on improving access.

This forum will hopefully act as a vehicle to 
improve access and awareness within the town 
centre.  Anyone attending will have a 25% discount 
on any of our services in order to improve 
accessibility and raise awareness.

If you are interested in taking part please 
email rjones@accessible.wales

Accessible Wales
Town Centre Accessibility Review
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Our Walkthrough Access Review service is 
an informal review of the current access to a 
building/service.  The client is invited to 
attend the review as our team go on a 
journey through the building reviewing access 
for a wide range of disabled people. 

Typically the review will cover

 Parking and external approach to   
 the building.

 Circulation around the building both   
 internally and externally.

 Review of public facing internal    
 spaces.

Clients receive a summary report 
highlighting access improvements.  
This report will work as a 
benchmark assessment of current 
access provision and as a planning 
tool for future access 
improvements.

Our Walkthrough Access Reviews look 
at the access requirements for people 
with varying disabilities and not just 
wheelchair users... access is more than 
just ramps and steps.

Get in touch for more 
information 01685 810432 or 
email info@accessible.wales

All our access services can be 
tailored to suit the needs of our 

clients.

Accessible Wales
Walkthrough Access Reviews
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This service provides clients with a full access audit on their premises. This will 
involve an auditing team spending time analysing the access in and around the 
building including printed material, steps, lights. Photographs and measurements 
will be taken for the purpose of writing the report.  A video may also be recorded 
on larger premises for accuracy when compiling the report.

Only 8% of disabled people use a wheelchair.  
Our access audits cover access for people with 
various disabilities and health conditions including:
 Partial or full Sensory loss 
 People who are neurodiverse 
 People with learning difficulties
We can cover specific areas where clients may 
have concerns.

All our audits are written from the viewpoint 
of a disabled customer/service user.

All our access audits are underpinned by appropriate 
legislation, current building regulations and best 
practice. 

Get in touch for more information 
01685 810432 or email info@accessible.wales

Access 
is a right 

not a 
privilege

Accessible Wales
Detailed Access Audits
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Call 01685 810432 or email info@accessible.wales 
for more information - testimonials can be provided 

upon request.

We also offer various training courses both virtually and 
face-to-face, visit our website for more information:

www.accessible.wales

We have a proven track record in offering access consultancy 
to politicians for their offices.  

Are you an MP or MS?
We can help you!

When thinking about access, people often 
think of ramps and steps: in actual fact it’s 
far more.  
Let us help you become more accessible 
and more aware of what impacts your 
disabled constituents.

Only 8% of 
disabled 

people use a 
wheelchair!
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